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Introduction

This thesis comprises articles on corpus verse studies and stylom-
etry published during the last decade.

The first group of articles deals with problems of building
an automatically annotated corpus of poetic texts, that is, the
machine recognition of meter and rhyme. Back in 2011, when
Robert Kolár (Ibrahim) and I began considering the options for
building an automatically annotated database of Czech poetry,
this was seen as a challenging task. At the time, no such work had
been undertaken and the few theoretical studies available on the
matter proposed simple rule-based algorithms for German and
Russian versification (Bobenhausen and Gehl 2009; Pilschchikov et
al. 2011). In line with these studies, our first attempts (described in
Towards the Automatic Analysis of Czech Verse, 2011) had a purely
philological basis and followed the rule-based system proposed
by Miroslav Červenka (2006). Despite that system’s simplicity and
its reliance on introspection rather than data analysis, it turned
out to be robust enough for our purposes. We, thus, used it to
build the pilot version of the Corpus of Czech Verse (CCV)– one
of the pioneering efforts to establish an automatically annotated
database of poetic texts consisting ofmore than 80,000 poems from
the late 18th century to the beginning of the 20th century.

Since then, many teams of researchers around the globe have
followed this same path and corpus-based verse scholarship has
become an established field of study. The following are just a few
of these projects: simultaneously with the creation of CCV, a team
in Freiburg succeeded in building an extensive corpus of German
poetry (https://metricalizer.de/); a corpus of Spanish sonnets of

https://metricalizer.de/
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the “golden age” was compiled at the University of Alicante (https:
//github.com/bncolorado/CorpusSonetosSigloDeOro); and a corpus
of French poetry was developed at the University of Caen (https:
//crisco2.unicaen.fr/verlaine/).

The second article in this group, Czech Verse Processing System
KVĚTA—Phonetic andMetrical Components, 2016) proposes amore
advanced method of meter recognition in Czech poetry based on
supervised machine learning. And the third article, (A Collocation-
DrivenMethod of Discovering Rhymes (in Czech, English, and French
Poetry), 2018) describes a language-independent unsupervised
method of rhyme discovery. Both these studies illustrate a general
methodological shift in recent years from rule-based approaches
tometer and rhyme recognition (Bobenhausen 2011; Bobenhausen
and Hammerich 2015; Navarro-Colorado 2015; Navarro-Colorado
et al. 2016; Pilschchikov et al. 2011) to more robust and accurate
machine learning models (Haider 2021; Zabaleta 2017) .

The second group of articles explores the options for using
these automatically detected versification features for automatic
authorship recognition. The last two decades have seen rapid
advances in work on the machine-driven authorship recognition
of literary texts: from the influential studies of John F. Burrows
(2002) , which proposed the famous Delta measure, to more ad-
vanced machine-learning based approaches (see Savoy (2020)).
Many textual features (e.g. word, character n-gram and POS-tag
frequencies) have been proposed for this purpose. Versification
has, however, (almost) never been included among them. The
articles in this group, thus, propose and apply a novel approach
to authorship recognition of poetic texts–the versification-based
method.

The first article tests the performance of versification-based
authorship recognition with verse corpora in four different lan-
guages (Versification and Authorship Attribution. A Pilot Study on
Czech, German, Spanish, and English Poetry, 2018). The second
article (Assessing the Reliability of Stress as a Feature of Authorship
Attribution in Syllabic and Accentual Syllabic Verse, 2019) examines
potential relations between recognition accuracy and versifica-
tion typology. The final two articles apply versification-based
authorship recognition to two cases involving disputed author-
ship: The first concerns the verse play Henry VIII, which was
originally published under the name of William Shakespeare, but

https://github.com/bncolorado/CorpusSonetosSigloDeOro
https://github.com/bncolorado/CorpusSonetosSigloDeOro
https://crisco2.unicaen.fr/verlaine/
https://crisco2.unicaen.fr/verlaine/
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is believed by many to contain parts that were actually written
by John Fletcher or perhaps even by other authors (Relative Con-
tributions of Shakespeare and Fletcher in Henry VIII: An Analysis
Based on Most Frequent Words and Rhythmic Patterns, 2021). The
second relates to the authorship of the Old English poem Beowulf
(Beowulf Single-Authorship Claim is Unsupported, [accepted]).

Generally speaking, the articles are reprinted here in the form
in which they were originally published. Additional editing has
been limited to the unification of citation and graphic styles and
correction of several typos. However, in keeping with Muphry’s
law, these adjustments may have led to the introduction of new
typos, and I apologize in advance for those errors.

• Towards the Automatic Analysis of Czech Versewas published
in the book FormalMethods in Poetics, 2011 (RAMVerlag)

• Czech Verse Processing System KVĚTA—Phonetic andMetrical
Components was published in Glottotheory 7.2, 2016 (De
Gruyter)

• A Collocation-Driven Method of Discovering Rhymes (in Czech,
English, and French Poetrywas published in the bookTaming
the Corpus. From Inflection and Lexis to Interpretation,
2011 (Springer)

• Versification and Authorship Attribution. A Pilot Study on
Czech, German, Spanish, and English Versification was pub-
lished in Studia Metrica et Poetica 5.2, 2018 (Univer-
sity of Tartu). This article was co-authored by Klemens
Bobenhausen and Benjamin Hammerich (both Metricalizer,
Freiburg im Brsg., Germany). Parts of it were also submitted
as part of my second PhD thesis (Authorship Attribution of
Poetic Texts, Charles University, 2019)

• Assessing the Reliability of Stress as a Feature of Authorship
Attribution in Syllabic and Accentual Syllabic Versewas pub-
lished in the Proceedings of the Quantitative Approaches
to Versification, 2020 (ICL, Czech Academy of Sciences).
This study was co-authored by David J. Birnbaum (University
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania)

• Relative Contributions of Shakespeare and Fletcher in Henry
VIII: An Analysis Based on Most Frequent Words and Most
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Frequent Rhythmic Patterns was published in Digital Schol-
arship in the Humanities 36.2, 2021 (Oxford University
Press). The article builds on a chapter on the play’s author-
ship that was part of my second PhD thesis (Authorship Attri-
bution of Poetic Texts, Charles University, 2019).

• Beowulf Single-Authorship Claim is Unsupported was pub-
lished in Nature Human Behaviour 5, 2021 (Springer
Nature) and co-authored by Andrew Cooper (University of
Stockholm), Benjamin Nagy (University of Adelaide, South
Australia), and Artjoms Šeļa (University of Tartu, Estonia)
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Towards the Automatic Analysis of Czech Verse

Robert Ibrahim and Petr Plecháč

ICL, Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic

Formal Methods in Poetics, 2011 (RAM Verlag)

This paper presents a project which aims to develop software
suitable for the metrical (-rhythmical) analysis of Czech verse.

We represent each line in a poem as a sequence of the follow-
ing syllable-types: (a) initial syllable of a polysyllabic unit, (b)
non-initial syllable of a polysyllabic unit, (c) monosyllabic prepo-
sition, or (d) other monosyllable. We then compare how these
types match a predefined set of possible metrical patterns (i.e.
sequences of strong and weak line positions of the same length).
For this purpose, we propose a rule-based algorithm based on the
generative rules of Czech verse published by Miroslav Červenka
(2006). These rules were originally developed to capture the most
common rhythmic configurations in particular meters (metrical
lines) while excluding less common ones (unmetrical lines). How-
ever, as Červenka himself often observes, “metricality” itself is
more of a continuous variable than a Boolean one. We therefore
propose a weight called the “metrical index” meant to quantify
the extent to which particular lines fulfill the requirements of
particular meters. This approach proves to be reliable enough to
distinguish particular meters.
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Finally we discuss the ambiguities of traditional prosodic ter-
minology. Here we argue that just like a single line, an entire poem
may also fulfill the requirements of two or more different meters
to the same extent (the same degree of metricality). On this basis,
we reformulate the meter recognition problem as a multi-label
classification task.

Czech Verse Processing System KVĚTA—Phonetic
and Metrical Components

Petr Plecháč

ICL, Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic

Glottotheory 7.2, 2016 (De Gruyter)

The paper describes the algorithms of the phonetic and metrical
components of the Czech verse processing system KVĚTA. As such
it updates the information contained in previous reports (Ibrahim
et al. 2011, 2014; Plecháč and Ibrahim 2013a,b). This system is
currently being used to build the Corpus of Czech Verse (CCV),
which so far contains 1,689 Czech books of poetry (over 2.5 million
lines) from the 19th and early 20th centuries.

In contrast to standard language corpora, each lexical unit
in CCV features not only the assigned lemma and morphological
tag attributes but also a phonetic transcription. Furthermore,
each verse line receives the following attributes: metre (iamb,
trochee...), length (number of feet), ending (feminine, masculine...),
and metrical pattern. At higher levels, rhyme pairs (or n-tuples)
and fixed forms (sonnet, rondel, etc.) are also annotated.

We focus here especially on the components that provide pho-
netic and metrical annotation: (1) the F-component has the task
of deriving a phonetic transcription from the input data. Unlike in
previous versions of the system, the algorithm in this case relies
on morphologically annotated data (as provided by the stochastic
tagger MorphoDiTa), which enables not only to classify monosyl-
labic words according to the probability of their bearing stress, but
also to distinguish between stress-attracting prepositions and their
homonyms (se: preposition/pronoun, bez, při: preposition/noun).
Beside common rules of Czech phonetic transcription, we imple-

https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/morphodita
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ment several phonotactic rules proposed by Bičan (2013); human
interaction is required in the case of ambiguous bigrams (au, ou,
eu) and loanwords (this requirement is triggered whenever a se-
quence occurs that has a low phonotactic probability in Czech).
Based on random samples, we assess the accuracy of phonetic
transcription in CCV to be as high as 0.9991 (i.e. approximately
nine of every 10,000 sounds are incorrect, however none of the
errors found causes a syllable miscount).

The task of (2) theG-component is to generate the set of all pos-
siblemetrical interpretations of the input data, i.e. all the potential
patterns consisting of strong and weak positions. Beside the com-
mon accentual-syllabic meters (iamb, trochee, dactyl…), several
accentual-syllabic imitations of quantitative meters (e.g. dactylic
hexameter and Sapphic stanza) are also taken into account.

Finally, the task of (3) M-component is to select the most likely
metrical interpretation. For this purpose, we employ a simple
Naive Bayes classifier that was trained on CCV (i.e. annotated by
a previous version of the system and thoroughly manually cor-
rected). Based on our estimation, the accuracy of theM-component
surpasses 0.95 (in terms of correctly recognized lines) and reaches
almost 0.98 when polymetric poems are excluded.

A Collocation-Driven Method of Discovering
Rhymes (in Czech, English, and French Poetry)

Petr Plecháč

ICL, Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic

Taming the Corpus. From Inflection and Lexis to Interpretation, 2017
(Springer)

The paper proposes an unsupervised language-independent
method of discovering rhymes in a corpus of poetic texts. I
argue that any rule-based algorithm for rhyme detection will
depend greatly on the philological background of its creator since
this affects the extent to which “imperfect rhymes” are consid-
ered. Moreover such an algorithm will be applicable to a certain
time period only (given spelling changes). I therefore propose an
algorithm which does not focus on precise sound-matching but
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instead relies on the probabilities of two words rhyming together
derived mainly from the analyzed texts themselves.

The algorithm builds on the assumption that any sufficiently
large body of poetic texts will contain recurring rhyme pairs. I
employ an adaptation of the usual collocation extraction technique
(t-score) to identify line-endings that co-occur more often than
would be expected by chance. I show that—depending on the
degree of inflection in the given language and the corpus size—up
to 18% of all rhymes may be discovered in this way.

Next I use the output as a training set for simple machine learn-
ing. Each word in the training set is split into syllable peaks and
consonant clusters and a Naive Bayes classifier is used to learn
the probabilities of these component-pairs co-occurring in rhyme.
Besides these phonetic features, I also use probabilities based on
line-ending character trigrams. This is a safety net for rhyme
pairs that are affected by changes to pronunciation over time (e.g.
Shakespeare’s near, original pronunciation [NE:r] – there [DE:r];
the idea behind this is that some other words may have preserved
the original pronunciation of the given trigram and may, thus,
be found in the training set; e.g. wear, pear, swear in this case).
The trained model is then used to recognize rhymes in the corpus.
The output is applied as a new training set, and a new learning
phase is then completed. These iterations continue until there are
no further improvements and the training set and classification
output are found to be equal.

I measure the precision and recall of the algorithm against the
gold standards of three corpora of poetry in different languages:
Czech (~2.7 million lines), English (~93 thousand lines), and French
(~27 thousand lines). With F1 scores ranging from 0.9 to 0.95, the
algorithm is shown to significantly outperform not only the rule-
based detection of rhymes but also the expectation-maximization
algorithm proposed in Reddy et al. 2011a.

Update (2021): As of 2019, the phonetic transcription compo-
nent has been switched from MaryTTS to eSpeak. The system
is now available on PyPI as a RhymeTagger package with pre-
trained models for Czech, Dutch, English, French, German, Rus-
sian, and Spanish.

http://mary.dfki.de/
http://espeak.sourceforge.net/
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Versification and Authorship Attribution. A Pilot
Study on Czech, German, Spanish, and English

Poetry

Petr Plecháč1, Klemens Bobenhausen2, and Benjamin Hammerich2

1ICL, Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic
2Project Metricalizer, Freiburg im Brsg., Germany

Studia Metrica et Poetica 5.2, 2018 (University of Tartu)

This article describes pilot experiments performed as one part of
a long-term project examining the possibilities for using versifica-
tion analysis to determine the authorships of poetic texts.

We first outline several reasons why versification features are
suitable for authorship attribution studies. These include the
Boolean nature ofmost of these features, their topic-independence,
and their low correlation with features commonly used in stylome-
try. Next we briefly introduce the history of authorship attribution
methods, concluding that versification features have only rarely
been used in this research, andwhere theywere involved, the anal-
ysis was based on the simple and ill-suited methods of univariate
descriptive statistics.

We therefore propose an approach that combines versification
analysis with multivariate models and state-of-the-art machine
learning techniques. Since the audience for this study includes
both stylometry experts and verse scholars, we first describe the
common classifiers used in contemporary stylometry (Burrows’
Delta, Argamon’s Quadratic Delta, Smith–Aldridge’s Cosine Delta,
and Support Vector Machines). We also explain how these classi-
fiers work and provide graph-based examples. We then evaluate
their performance with versification features in Czech, German,
Spanish, and English poetry. We show that authorship attribution
based solely on versification features not only significantly exceeds
the randombaseline but in several cases also outperforms the anal-
ysis based on common stylometric features (frequencies of the
most common words and character n-grams). Most importantly,
accuracy is always greatest when all feature spaces (versification,
words, n-grams) are concatenated into one.
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Assessing the Reliability of Stress as a Feature of
Authorship Attribution in Syllabic and Accentual

Syllabic Verse

Petr Plecháč1 and David J. Birnbaum2

1ICL, Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic
2University of Pittsburgh, USA

Quantitative Approaches to Versification, 2019 (ICL, Czech Academy of
Sciences)

This work builds on a recent study by one of the authors, which
shows that statistics about versification may be used as a feature
in the process of authorship attribution. One such statistic is what
we have called the stress profile of a poem, a vector consisting of
frequencies of stressed syllables at particular metrical positions.

Our initial hypothesis was that because syllabic versification
(SV) regulates by definition the number of syllables in a line but not
the distribution of stresses, it allows authors to individualize their
rhythmical style much more than accentual syllabic versification
(ASV), where the distribution of stresses is primarily determined
by meter. For that reason, we expected the stress profile to be a
more reliable indicator of authorship in Spanish SV than in Czech
or German ASV. This hypothesis, however, was not supported by
our analysis. For most of our samples, German ASV had lower
accuracy than Spanish, which we had predicted, but, contrary to
our expectations, the accuracy for Czech ASV and Spanish SV were
more or less the same.

This result led us to hypothesize further that the traditional
labels SV and ASV were misleading and we sought to measure the
tonic entropy of our data. In this case, Spanish SV, as expected,
was found to be the least tonically regular, while there was a
significant difference between the two ASV systems: the values
for Czech were even closer to Spanish than to the low-scoring
German system. This explains why our initial grouping of Czech
and German together into a single ASV category was insufficiently
nuanced.
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Relative Contributions of Shakespeare and
Fletcher in Henry VIII: An Analysis Based on Most
Frequent Words and Most Frequent Rhythmic

Patterns

Petr Plecháč

ICL, Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic

Digital Scholarship in the Humanities 36.2, 2021 (Oxford University Press)

The verse play Henry VIII (H8) is today widely recognized as a
collaborative work and not solely the creation of William Shake-
speare. However opinions differ as to the identity of the collabora-
tor(s), with candidates including John Fletcher, Philip Massinger,
and an unknown author) and the precise extent of their autho-
rial contribution. This study aims to contribute to the question
of the play’s authorship using a combination of vocabulary and
versification analyses and modern machine learning techniques.

As a training set, I use four plays by Shakespeare (Coriolanus,
Cymbeline, The Winter’s Tale, and The Tempest), four plays by
Fletcher (Valentinian, Monsieur Thomas, The Woman’s Prize, and
Bonduca), and three plays byMassinger (The Duke of Milan, The Un-
natural Combat, and The Renegado), all of which date from roughly
the period when H8was supposedly written. I use a support vec-
tor machine as a classifier and the frequencies of the 500 most
common rhythmic types and 500most commonwords as a feature
set. Cross-validation indicates that the model is highly accurate:
in nine of the 11 plays, the author was recognized correctly in
100% of particular scenes, and the rate was 99% and 96% in the
remaining two plays.

Classification of particular scenes ofH8 indicates thatMassinger’s
participation is rather unlikely, while the probability of Fletcher’s
involvement is very high. Furthermore, the model’s predictions
about the share of Shakespeare’s and Fletcher’s respective con-
tributions largely correspond with the canonical attributions by
James Spedding (1850). The two exceptions are the second scene
of Act 3, where Spedding presumed mixed authorship, and the
first scene of Act 4, which he originally attributed to Fletcher.
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As some studies suggest that—at least in the case of the second
scene of Act 3—the shift in authorship did not happen around the
start or end of the scene, I also employ a method known as rolling
attribution (Eder 2016). Unlike in standard classification, in rolling
attribution neither the entire text nor its logical parts (chapters,
scenes etc.) are classified. Instead I focus on overlapping parts of
fixed length. Cross-validation of the training set shows the accu-
racy of rolling attribution to be as high as 0.9977. When applied to
H8, this method suggests that particular scenes are indeed mostly
the work of a single author. This reaffirms the attributions pro-
posed by Spedding. The main differences between my results and
Spedding’s attributions relate to the ambivalent outputs of my
models for both scenes in Act 4. However, it is worth noting that
Spedding himself expressed some doubts about the authorship of
these scenes. Other differences are rather marginal and generally
support the modifications proposed by Thomas Merriam (2003a,b,
2018) to Spedding’s original attributions.

Beowulf Single-Authorship Claim is Unsupported

Petr Plecháč1, Andrew Cooper2, Benjamin Nagy3, and Artjoms Šeļa4,5

1ICL, Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic
2Uppsala University, Sweden

3University of Adelaide, Australia
4Institute of Polish Language, Polish Academy of Sciences, Poland

5University of Tartu, Estonia

Nature Human Behaviour 5, 2021 (Springer Nature)

Neidorf et al. 2019’s quantitative stylometric profile of Old En-
glish verse used several novel methods. Their study supports the
unitary authorship of Beowulf and Cynewulfian authorship of An-
dreas based on the ostensible homogeneity of a variety of features.
The authors provided full access to their code and data, which
demonstrates a praiseworthy commitment to open and replica-
ble science. However, we argue that the methods presented are
unsuitable for their purposes. Our replication study uses their
unmodified data and text preprocessing steps, identifies errors in
their analyses, questions the reliability of their results, and shows
significant stylistic heterogeneity in Beowulf.
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The authors’ first argument is based on sense-pauses, identi-
fied by the presence of certain punctuation marks, all of which
are editorial emendations. The unreliability of this method is
demonstrated when the authors find “a marked difference in the
intraline-to-total sense-pause ratio between Genesis A and B” and
claim that it “can distinguish between passages of Old English
verse about similar subject matter but composed by different po-
ets” (p. 3). In fact, due to a coding error, both samples are from
Genesis A, and the radically metrically different Genesis B is not
included in the analysis. The “marked difference” is thus found be-
tween two pieces of a single text, the unitary authorship of which
has never been questioned. Furthermore, we show that the metric
is unstable even within a single text.

Next we demonstrate that the analysis of Beowulf ’s metre is
inconclusive. In particular, we note that: (1) the two halves of a
line are not statistically independent and (2) the authors’ slope-
based methods, which use Pearson’s r, are not powerful enough
to reliably compare pattern distributions. We also question the
slope-based analysis in case of hapax compounds and show that it
is prone to both false positive and false negative results.

We were unable to replicate the results of the shared com-
pounds analysis. Based on our re-analysis of the code and data
provided by the authors, the two parts of Beowulf are far less
correlated than is indicated by the authors’ figures. Additionally,
by considering other texts, we show that their method is sensitive
to common topics, and thus it is expected that the two halves of
Beowulf be correlated.

Finally, we question the results of the authors’ cluster analysis
based on them = 25most frequent character n-grams. We argue
that this is an arbitrary choice of parameters and examine the
robustness of this analysis using various alternative values ofm
and n. We conclude that the original value ofm is too low to man-
age the variance in the underlying data. In contrast, when large
enough values ofm are used, the clustering consistently splits the
text into two continuous parts, with the break occurring around
the point where the scribal hand changes in the manuscript.





Summary

This thesis comprises articles on corpus verse studies and stylome-
try published during the last decade. Its main aim is to show how
both rule-based systems and machine-learning algorithms can be
used to recognize versification features (such as meter and rhyme)
and, in turn, how these automatically recognized features can be
used to solve authorship recognition tasks concerning poetic texts.

The first group of articles deals with problems of building an
automatically annotated corpus of poetic texts. It offers two ways
of recognizing poetic meter that both lead to satisfactory results
in Czech poetry: (1) a rule-based system with a purely philological
basis and (2) a supervised-machine learning approach. The third
article offers a language-independent unsupervised method of
rhyme recognition.

The second group of articles explores the options for using
these automatically detected versification features for automatic
authorship recognition. The first article tests the performance of
versification-based authorship recognition with verse corpora in
four different languages. The second article examines potential
relations between recognition accuracy and versification typol-
ogy. The final two articles apply versification-based authorship
recognition to two cases involving disputed authorship: The first
concerns the verse playHenry VIII, whichwas originally published
under the name of William Shakespeare, but is believed by many
to contain parts that were actually written by John Fletcher or per-
haps even by other authors. The second relates to the authorship
of the Old English poem Beowulf.
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